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We consider frames which contain a Riesz basis. Among those, we find Riesz
frames, i.e., frames with the property that every subfamily is a frame for its closed
linear span, with a common lower bound. We point out the connection to the
projection method, which can be used to approximate the frame coefficients for a
Riesz frame using finitely many elements of the frame. Under different conditions
we show that the projection method even approximates the frame coefficient in
l 2-sense. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
w xThe concept of frames was introduced in 1952 in the paper 12 . In 1984
w xGrossmann observed the relation of frames to wavelet theory 10, 11 ,
which was the starting point for a growing interest in frames. This interest
was concentrated on some special cases, namely Weyl]Heisenberg frames
and wavelet frames, with strong contributions made by Daubechies, Chui,
w xand others. We refer to 16 for a review.
More recently some authors have looked at frames from a more func-
w xtional]analytical point of view. Let us just mention a few examples: 14
characterizes frames consisting of a Riesz basis q finitely many elements;
w x1 introduces, corresponding to a given signal f , a decomposition of the
underlying Hilbert space into a finite-dimensional subspace almost con-
w xtaining f and its orthogonal complement; and 3 discuss a method to
approximation of the frame coefficients using finite subsets of the frame.
w xAnother example is 4, 7 , where the question of the stability of general
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frames under perturbations is raised. The derived results are very useful in
the context of both Weyl]Heisenberg frames and wavelet frames as
w xdemonstrated by Favier and Zalik 13 .
The present paper should be regarded as a contribution to the theoreti-
cal understanding of frames. The focus is on frames which have the
additional property that every subset of the frame generates a frame for its
closed linear span, with bounds common to all these frames. We show that
such a frame contains a Riesz basis and that the projection method from
w x3 gives a way to calculate the frame coefficients. In connection with the
projection method we also give conditions implying that the frame coeffi-
cients can be approximated in l 2-sense, and we show that the method can
be used for any Riesz basis.
In some of the proofs we need a perturbation result for Riesz bases,
which is stated in Section 2. This result immediately leads to a different
condition implying that a frame contains a Riesz basis.
2. BASIC RESULTS
In this section we present the basic definitions and results which we will
need later. We also discuss some new results about perturbations which
will be useful in a later section, but which are also of independent interest.
In all that follows H will denote a separable Hilbert space with inner
 :  .product ? , ? linear in the first entry. L H denotes the set of linear,
bounded, and bijective operators on H. I and J will be countable index
sets. For convenience, we will sometimes use the natural numbers N s
1, 2, 3 . . . as the index set.
 4A family f : H is called a Riesz basis if it is the image of ani ig I
 .orthonormal basis under an operator T g L H . As a consequence, a
 4Riesz basis f is v-independent, i.e.,i ig I
c f s 0 « c s 0, ; i g I. i i i
igI
The following equivalent characterizations of Riesz can be found in the
w xbook of Young 19 :
 .  .  .  .  .THEOREM 2.1. Statements 1 , 2a ] 2b , and 3a ] 3b below are equi¨ -
alent:
 .  4`1 f is a Riesz basis for H.i is1
 .  4`2a f is v-linearly independent.i is1
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 .2b There exist numbers A, B ) 0 such that
`
2 2 25 5 < : < 5 5A f F f , f F B f , ; f g H . i
is1
 .  4`3a f is total in H.i is1
 .3b There exist numbers A, B ) 0 such that
2n n n
2 2< < < <A c F c f F B c  i i i i
is1 is1 is1
 .for all finite sequences c , c , . . . , c n g N .1 2 n
The result is stated for an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, but the
same result is true in an n-dimensional space with obvious modifications.
 .   ..Every pair of numbers A, B satisfying 2b or 3b will be called a pair of
 .Riesz bounds.
 4`If f is a Riesz basis, then every f g H has a unique representationi is1
 .as an infinite linear combination of the elements f :i
`
` 2 4f s c f , with c g l N . 4 .  . i i i is1
is1
 .A representation of the form 4 is also possible if we drop the indepen-
 .dence condition in 2a , which leads to the definition of a frame:
 4DEFINITION. A family f : H is called a frame ifi ig I
5 5 2 < : < 2 5 5 2'A , B ) 0 : A f F f , f F B f , ; f g H . i
igl
 4In fact, if f is a frame then one can define a positive operatori ig I
 .  :S g L H by Sf s  f , f f ; thus any f g H can be written asig I i i
y1  y1 :f s SS f s f , S f f . 5 . i i
igI
 .Here S is called the frame operator and 5 is the frame decomposition.
Again, any pair of numbers A, B which can be used in the definition is
called a pair of frame bounds. Frequently we need the optimal frame
bounds, i.e., the maximal lower bound and the minimal upper bound.
w x 5 y1 5 5 5According to 5, Prop. 3.4 , A s 1r S and B s S .opt. opt.
 4`Remark. If f is a Riesz basis with bounds A, B then it followsi is1
 4from Theorem 2.1 that any subfamily f is a Riesz basis for its closedi ig I
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 4linear span span f , with bounds A and B. This motivates the follow-i ig I
ing definition:
 4DEFINITION. A frame f is called a Riesz frame if there exists ai ig I
 4  4number A ) 0 such that any subfamily f is a frame for span fi ig J i ig J
with lower bound A.
Remark. We only assume the existence of a common lower bound,
 4since every subfamily of a frame f automatically has the same upperi ig I
 4bound as f .i ig I
Our first result concerns the stability of Riesz bases under perturbation:
` ` 4  4THEOREM 2.2. Assume that f is a Riesz basis for span f , withi is1 i is1
 4`bounds A, B. If g : H and there exist l, m G 0 such thati is1
m
l q - 1 and’A
n n
2n < <’c f y g F l ? c f q m ?  c . i i i i i is1 i
is1 is1
 .  4`for all finite sequences c , c , . . . , c n g N , then g is a Riesz basis for1 2 n i is1
` 2 2’ ’ 4   ..  .span g with bounds A 1 y l q mr A , B 1 q l q mr B .i is1
 .  .Proof. We verify 2a ] 2b in Theorem 2.1. The proof for the upper
w xbound is the same as in 4, Theorem 1 , where it also is shown that
`  4` 2 . c g is convergent for all c g l N . Now, given a sequenceis1 i i i is1
 4` 2 .c g l N ,i is1
` ` `
c g G c f y c f y g .  i i i i i i i
is1 is1 is1
` `
2` < <’G c f y l ? c f y m  c i i i i is1 i
is1 is1
2`’ < <’G A 1 y l y m  c . . . is1 i
` ’ ’ 4  .So g is v-independent if A 1 y l y m ) 0, i.e., if mr A q l - 1.i is1
2’ ’  .. In this case we get the lower bound A 1 y l y mr A s A 1 y
2’ ..l q mr A .
The proof of the existence of the lower bound in Theorem 2.2 is inspired
w xby the proof of Proposition 5 in 15 . The main difference is that we use
2 .l N -norm on the sequences because we want to estimate the bound.
Clearly the same result is true if we replace the index set N by a finite
set 1, 2, . . . , n.
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` ` 4  4COROLLARY 2.3. Assume that f : H is a Riesz basis for span fi is1 i is1
 4`with bounds A, B. Let g : H.i is1
 . ` < : < 2 5 5 2  4`a If 'R - A :  f , f y g F R f , ; f g H, then g is ais1 i i i is1
` 2 2 4  .  .’ ’Riesz basis for span g with bounds A 1 y RrA , B 1 q RrB .i is1
 . ` 5 5 2  4`b If R [  f y g - A, then g is a Riesz basis foris1 i i i is1
` 2 2 4  .  .’ ’span g with bounds A 1 y RrA , B 1 q RrB .i is1
Proof. Given a sequence c , . . . , c ,1 n
n n
 :c f y g s sup c f y g , f . i i i 5 f 5s1 i i i
is1 is1
2 2` n< : < < <’ ’F sup  f y g , f  c5 f 5s1 is1 i i is1 i
2n’ < <’F R  c ,is1 i
 .  .  .from which a follows. Then b is a consequence of a .
wRemark. Although Theorem 2.2 looks somewhat similar to 4, Theorem
x  4`1 , there is an important difference. In the latter result f is assumedi is1
` ` 4  4to be a frame for H, so g is automatically contained in span f .i is1 i is1
` 4This is not the case here; in general, span g is a subspace of H whichi is1
` 4is not contained in span f . Theorem 2.2 shows that we can provei is1
` ` 4  4perturbation results for families g which are not in span f ,i is1 i is1
` ` 4  4provided that f is not only a frame for span f , but also v-inde-i is1 i is1
pendent. For the reader's convenience we include an example showing that
the perturbation condition in Theorem 2.2 does not imply the desired
stability without the assumption about v-independence:
 4`  4`  4Let e be an orthonormal basis for H. Then f [ e , e , 0, 0, . . .i is1 i is1 1 2
 4is a frame for span e , e , with lower bound A s 1. Given e ) 0, define1 2
e e e` 4g s e , e , e , e , . . . , e , . . . .i 1 2 3 4 nis1  53 4 n
Then
n n c e ei n2n < <’  4c f y g s e F  c , ; c . . i i i i is1 i i is1i 3is1 is3
 4`So, in the sense of the perturbation condition in Theorem 2.2, g cani is1
 4`approximate f as closely as we want, but is nevertheless not a frame.i is1
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A similar example shows that the perturbation condition in Theorem 2.2
does not imply that a perturbation of a Riesz frame again is a Riesz frame:
The family
` ` 4  4f [ e , ei i iis1 is1
is a Riesz frame for H. If we define
`e` 4g [ e , e q ei i i iq1is1  5i is1
then
n
n2n < <’  4c f y g F e  c , ; c , . i i i is1 i i is1
is1
 4`but g is not a Riesz frame.i is1
3. FRAMES CONTAINING A RIESZ BASIS
Our first goal is to show that every Riesz frame contains a Riesz basis.
We need the following lemma:
 4`LEMMA 3.1. Let c be a summable sequence of nonnegati¨ e numbers.i is1
 4Suppose that J is a family of subsets of N such thatk k g N
J = J = J = ??? and 'c ) 0 : c F c , ;k g N.1 2 3 i
igJk
Then c F  c .ig F J ik
Proof. Define a positive measure m on the s-algebra of subsets of N
by
m S s c . .  i
igS
w x  .  .By 18, Theorem 1.19 , m J s  c ª m F J s  c for k ª `,k ig J i k ig F J ik k
and the result follows.
THEOREM 3.2. E¨ery Riesz frame contains a Riesz basis.
 4`Proof. For convenience we use the index set N. Let f be a Rieszi is1
frame, and let A be a common lower bound for all its subframes. Consider
the set
< 5 5 2 < : < 2 4M [ f J : N , and A f F f , f , ; f g H .i iigJ 5
igJ
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M is non-empty. Define an order on M :
 4  4f $ f m K : J .i iigJ igK
 4Now consider a totally ordered family of subsets f , k in some indexig Ji k
 4set. Such a family has an upper bound f , which is still an elementig F Ji k
5 5 2 < : < 2from M ; we just have to prove that A f F  f , f , ; f g H,ig F J ik
which follows from Lemma 3.1. So, by Zorn's lemma, M has a maximal
 4  4  4element f . Now we show that f is a Riesz basis. Clearly fi ig J i ig J i ig J
 4is a frame, so by Theorem 2.1 it is enough to show that f isi ig J
v-independent. But if not, we could find an element f , k g J such thatk
 4 w xf was still total, and therefore a frame for H by 12, Lemma 9 .i ig Jyk4
 4This contradicts the maximality of f .i ig J
 4`Remark. Even if f is not a Riesz frame, the proof of Theorem 3.2i is1
shows that the set M will contain a maximal element for every positive
value of A. However, this element need not constitute a Riesz basis. For
 4`example, let e be an ONB, and definei is1
1 1` 4f [ e , e , e , . . .i 1 2 2is1  5’ ’2 2
`’  . .  4the element 1r n e appears n times . Then f is a frame for Hn i is1
with bounds equal to one. However, given a number A ) 1rn, the
condition
5 5 2 < : < 2A f F f , f , ; f g H , i
igI
’ .  4implies that the element 1r n e appears more than once in f .n i ig I
 4`Thus M does not contain an v-independent subset. In fact f does noti is1
`’ . 4contain a Riesz basis at all. The only candidate would be 1r i e ,i is1
w xwhich is only a Schauder basis 19, p. 1 and not a Riesz basis.
Let us point out a connection between frames containing a Riesz basis
and the theory for frames consisting of translates of a single function.
2 .Conjecture. There are no frame of translates for L R .
  .4By a frame of translates we mean a frame f ?y l , where f gi ig N
2 .  4 w xL R , l ; R. Olson and Zalik 17 have proven that there are no Rieszi
2 .basis of translates for L R . So a way to prove the conjecture would be to
show that a certain class of frames satisfying some conditions which
.should be satisfied for frames of the form above always contain a Riesz
basis. As a first guess one could hope that every frame which is norm
bounded below contains a Riesz basis. However, a recent construction by
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w xCasazza and the author 2 shows that this is not true in the general case.
Still it might be true for frames with a special structure.
w xTheorem 3.2 is related to the work of Holub 14 . The main question in
his paper is to characterize frames with ``finite excess,'' i.e., frames consist-
ing of a Riesz basis plus finitely many elements. He calls such families
near-Riesz bases. Such families need not constitute Riesz frames, as shown
by the following example: define
1
g s e , g s e q e , i G 2.1 1 i iy1 ii
 4`Then, using Theorem 2.2 with f s e , i s 2, 3, . . . , we see that g isi iy1 i is2
 4`a Riesz basis for H, so g has ``excess one.'' Let A be a lower boundi is1 n
 4n  4nfor g as a frame for H [ span g . Let S : H ª H be thei is1 n i is1 n n n
w xcorresponding frame operator. As shown in 3, Prop. 3.2 ,
n
iy1y1S g s y1 i!e . .n 1 i
is1
n  . iy1 .If we define h [  y1 1ri! e g H , thenn is1 i n
 y1 :h , S g s n.n n 1
 y1 4n w xS g is a frame for H with upper bound 1rA 12; 16, Cor. 2.14 . Inn i is1 n n
particular,
n 12 2y1< : < 5 5h , S g F h . n n i nAnis1
It follows that
2n1 1 1 222 5 5n F h s F .n  /A A i! An n nis1
Thus A ª 0 for n ª `.n
This example also demonstrates that there exist frames which are not
Riesz frames, but nevertheless contain a Riesz basis.
 4  4`THEOREM 3.3. Let f be a frame for H. A subfamily f is ai ig I k is1i
 .Riesz basis if there exists an operator T g L H such that
` 12 2< : < 5 5f , Te y f F f , ; f g H . i k 2i y15 5Tis1
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 4`Proof. By definition Te is a Riesz basis. As a lower bound one cani is1
5 y1 5 2use 1r T , since
2 2` ` `
2 y1< <c s c e s T T c e  i i i i i
is1 is1 is1
2`
`2y1 25 5  4F T ? c Te , ; c g l N . . i i i is1
is1
` ` .  4  4 wSo by Corollary 2.3 a , f is a Riesz basis for span f , and by 7,k is1 k is1i i
`x  4Cor. 6; 6, Cor. 2.7 we have span f s H.k is1i
w x  4Every dense set in H contains a Riesz basis 19, p. 39 . So if f is ai ig I
 4  4frame for H then there exists a Riesz basis g : span f . As ai ig J i ig I
negative result we have
 4`THEOREM 3.4. There does not exist a Riesz basis containing e q e .i iq1 is1
Proof. Every subset of a Riesz basis is a Riesz basis for its closed linear
 4` w xspan. But e q e does not satisfy the lower frame condition, cf. 4 .i iq1 is1
 4`One can think of a Riesz frame f , with common lower bound A fori is1
 4nall subframes, in the following way: given n g N, f is a frame fori is1
 4n  4nq1span f . If we now add the element f we obtain the family f ,i is1 nq1 i is1
 4nq1which is a frame for the ``bigger space'' span f with the same loweri is1
bound. From this point of view it is clear that Riesz frames are related to
 4  4  4the following question: if f is a frame for span f and g is ai ig I i ig I i ig J
 4  4  4frame for span g , does it follow that f j g is a frame fori ig J i ig I i ig J
 4  4 4  4  4span f j g ? If span f is contained in span g the an-i ig I i ig J i ig I i ig J
swer is yes, but in general the answer is no. For example, define
` `1 1` ` 4  4f [ e q e , g [ e q e . .  .i 2 iy1 2 i i 2 i 2 iq1is1 is1 5  5’ ’2 2is1 is1
` ` ` ` 4  4  4  4Then f is an ONB for span f and g is an ONB for span g .i is1 i is1 i is1 i is1
` ` ` ` 4  4  4  4 4  w x.But f j g is not a frame for span f j g s H see 4 .i is1 i is1 i is1 i is1
 4  4  4THEOREM 3.5. Let f be a frame for span f and g be ai ig I i ig I i ig J
 4frame for span g . Let P , P denote the orthogonal projections ontoi ig J 1 2
 4  4span f , span g , respecti¨ ely. Theni ig I i ig J
 .  4  4  4  4 41 f j g is a frame for span f j gi ig I i ig J i ig I i ig J
k
2 2 2 . 5 5 5 5 5 5  4  4 42 'e ) 0 : P f q P f G e f , ; f g span f j g .1 2 i ig I i ig J
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 4Proof. Let A , B be frame bounds for f and A , B be bounds1 1 i ig I 2 2
 4for g .i ig J
 .  .  4  41 « 2 Let A be a lower bound for f j g . If fi ig I i ig J
 4  4 4g span f j g , theni ig I i ig J
5 5 2 < : < 2 < : < 2A f F f , f q f , g i i
igI igJ
< : < 2 < : < 2s P f , f q P f , g 1 i 2 i
igI igJ
2 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4F B P f q B P f F max B , B P f q P f .1 1 2 2 1 2 1 1
 .  .  4  4 42 « 1 For f g span f j g ,i ig I i ig J
< : < 2 < : < 2f , f q f , g i i
igI igJ
< : < 2 < : < 2s P f , f q P f , g 1 i 2 i
igI igJ
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2 4G A P f q A P f G e ? min A , A f .1 1 2 2 1 2
The existence of the upper bound is trivial.
4. THE PROJECTION METHOD
Here we continue the discussion of the projection method introduced in
w x3 . The main reason for including it here is to point out the connection of
this method to Riesz frames, but we also present a further development of
the theory.
Let us briefly introduce the projection method. We start with a frame
 4`f for H, with frame operator S. Given a number n g N we consideri is1
 4n  4nthe family f , which is a frame for H [ span f . If we define thei is1 n i is1
n  :corresponding frame operator S : H ª H by S f s  f , f f , thenn n n n is1 i i
the orthogonal projection P of H onto H is given byn n
n
y1 :P f s f , S f f , f g H . 6 .n n i i
is1
`  y1 :Since P f ª f s  f , S f f for n ª `, it is natural to ask whethern is1 i i
 y1 :  y1 :f , S f ª f , S f for n ª `. 7 .n i i
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 .If 7 is satisfied for every f g H and every i g N then we say that the
projection method works. In this case, the frame coefficients can be
approximated using the operators S , Sy1 on the finite-dimensional spacen n
 .H i.e., by linear algebra , and we obtain the exact coefficients in then
natural limit. This explains why the question is important in connection
w xwith implementations. The main result in 3 gives an equivalent character-
ization:
THEOREM 4.1. The projection method works if and only if
5 y1 5; j g N 'c g R : S f F c for n G j.j n j j
As an easy consequence we have
 4`COROLLARY 4.2. The projection method works for any Riesz frame f .i is1
Proof. By assumption there exist numbers A, B ) 0 such that for any
 4nn g N, f is a frame for H with bounds A, B. The optimal loweri is1 n
 4n 5 y1 5 w x 5 y1 5bound for f is 1r S 5, Prop. 3.4 , so A F 1r S , ;n. Therefore,i is1 n n
given j g N,
’1 B
y15 5 5 5S f F f F for n G j.n j jA A
In particular, the projection method works for any Riesz basis. We include
here an example of a non-Riesz frame for which the projection method
also works. Define
1 1 1 2 1 3` 4f [ e , e , e , e , e , e , e , . . .( ( ( ( ( (i 1 2 2 3 3 4 4is1  52 2 3 3 4 4
`
1 i y 1
 4s e j e , e .( (1 i i 5i i is2
For k g N,
k
1 i y 12 ky1 4  4f s e j e , e ,( (i 1 i iis1  5i i is2
k
1 i y 1 12 k 4  4f s e j e , e j e .( ( (i 1 i i kq1is1  5  5i i k q 1is2
 4`Here f is a frame for H with lower and upper bound equal to one.i is1
  ..Direct calculation shows that S e s 1r n q 1 e . Therefore2 n nq1 nq1
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y1  . 5 y1 5S e s n q 1 e , and it follows that S G n q 1. So the optimal2 n nq1 nq1 2 n
 42 n 5 y1 5  .  4`lower bound for f is A s 1r S F 1r n q 1 ; i.e., f is not ai is1 n n i is1
5 y1 5 5 5Riesz frame. Now fix j g N. If n ) j then S f s f , so S f s f . Byn j j n j j
Theorem 4.1, the projection method therefore works.
An important open problem is that of applications of the projection
method to the frames used in wavelet theory, i.e., Weyl]Heisenberg
frames and wavelet frames. At present it is known only that it can be used
if those frames are exact. A first step towards a general result could be to
find conditions implying that a Weyl]Heisenberg frame or a wavelet frame
is actually a Riesz frame.
 4`PROPOSITION 4.3. The projection method works for the frame f ifi is1
 y1 4`and only if it works for the dual frame S f .i is1
Proof. By duality it is enough to prove one of the implications. Suppose
 4`that the projection method works for f . The frame operator corre-i is1
 y1 4n  y1 4n  y1 4nsponding to S f is R : span S f ª span S f ,i is1 n i is1 i is1
n
y1 y1 y1 y1 :R f s f , S f S f s S S S f .n i i n
is1
Each R is invertible, and Ry1Sy1 f s SSy1 f for i s 1, . . . , n. Given an n i n i
5 y1 5number j g N we now choose a number c such that S f F c forj n j j
n ) j. Then
5 y1 y1 5 5 5 5 y1 5 5 5R S f F S ? S f F c ? S for n ) j,n j n j j
and the result follows from Theorem 4.1.
 .Let us go back to 7 . For applications it is of interest not only whether
 .7 is satisfied, but also how fast the convergence is. For example one may
 .  y1 :4nwish that the coefficients from 6 , i.e., f , S f , converge to then i is1
 y1 :4` 2 .correct frame coefficients f , S f in the l N -norm, i.e., thati is1
n `
2 2y1 y1 y1< :  : < < : <f , S f y f , S f q f , S f ª 0, ; f g H . 8 . i n i i
is1 isnq1
 .Let us say that the strong projection method works if 8 is satisfied. We
 .observe that we only have to study the first term in 8 , since the frame
` < y1 : < 2condition implies that  f , S f ª 0, ; f g H.isnq1 i
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THEOREM 4.4. The strong projection method works for any Riesz basis.
 .Proof. Using 3b from Theorem 2.1 we obtain
n
2y1 y1< :  : <A f , S f y f , S f i n i
is1
n `
2 2y1 y1 y1< :  : < < : <F A f , S f y f , S f q f , S f i n i i /
is1 isnq1
2n `
y1 y1 y1 :  :  :F f , S f y f , S f f q f , S f f . i n i i i i
is1 isnq1
2` n
y1 y1 :  :s f , S f f y f , S f f i i n i i
is1 is1
5 5 2s f y P f ª 0 for n ª `.n
In particular the strong projection method works for any exact Weyl]
wHeisenberg frame. The reader can find a discussion of such frames in 16,
xp. 655 . More generally we have
THEOREM 4.5. The strong projection method works if any one of the
following conditions is satisfied:
 . 5 y1 y1 5a S f y S P f ª 0 for n ª `, ; f g H.n n
 . 5 . y1 5b S y S S P f ª 0 for n ª `, ; f g H.n n n
 . ` < y1 : < 2c  S P f , f ª 0 for n ª `, ; f g H.isnq1 n n i
 4`Proof. Let B denote an upper bound for f . We havei is1
n n
2 2y1 y1 y1 y1< :  : < < :  : <f , S f y f , S f s f , S f y P f , S f i n i i n n i
is1 is1
n
2y1 y1< : <s S f y S P f , f n n i
is1
5 y1 y1 5 2F B S f y S P f .n n
 .Therefore, if a holds then the strong projection method works. Now
observe that
Sy1 f y Sy1P f s Sy1 f y P f q Sy1 S y S Sy1P f . .  .n n n n n n
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Then
5 y1 y1 5 5 y1 5 5 5 5 y1 5 5 y1 5S y S P f F S ? f y P f q S ? S y S S P f , .n n n n n n
 .  . 5 5so a is a consequence of b and the fact that f y P f ª 0 for n ª `.n
Since
22y1 y15 5  :S y S S P f s sup S y S S P f , g .  .n n n 5 g 5s1 n n n
2`
y1 : :s sup S P f , f f , g5 g 5s1 n n i i
isnq1
` `
2 2y1< : < < : <F S P f , f ? sup f , g n n i 5 g 5s1 i
isnq1 isnq1
`
2y1< : <F B S P f , f , n n i
isnq1
 .  .b is satisfied if c is satisfied.
 .The proof the Theorem 4.5 shows that condition a is weakest. In
analogy with Proposition 4.3 we have
5 y1 y1 5PROPOSITION 4.6. Suppose that S f y S P f ª 0 for n ª `,n n
 y1 4`; f g H. Then the strong projection method works for the dual frame S fi is1
as well.
 y1 4` y1Proof. The frame operator for S f is R s S , and, as shown ini is1
 y1 4nthe proof of Theorem 4.3, the frame operator for S f is R si is1 n
y1 y1  .  y1 4`S S S . Using 6 on the frame S f , we see that the orthogonaln i is1
 y1 4nprojection onto span S f is given byi is1
n n
y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 :  :Q f s f , R S f S f s S f , SS SS f f n n i i n i i
is1 is1
n
y1 y1 y1 :s S Sf , S f f s S P Sf . n i i n
is1
Therefore
y1y1 y1 y1 y1 y15 5 5 5R f y R Q f s Sf y S S S S P Sf .n n n n
5 y1 5 5 5 5 y1 5s Sf y SS P Sf F S ? f y S P Sfn n n n
5 5 5 y1 y1 5s S ? S Sf y S P Sf ª 0 for n ª `, ; f g H .n n
 .Now the result follows from Theorem 4.5 a .
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